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Farmer survey analysis
For this project we worked with the Ontario Federation of Agriculture to send a survey to their

membership (the survey questions are included in Appendix A). After clearing the survey

responses and removing duplicate responses for the same farm property the number of responses

is 239. These responses are primarily from around the Greenbelt and Greater Toronto Area. Only

5 responses were received from areas north of Parry Sound and Eganville. These more northern

responses are located in North Bay, Manitoulin Island, Temiskaming Shores, Chapleau, and

Thunder Bay.

Survey responses have been analyzed and sorted into 4 broad categories:

1. Respondent profile;

2. Relationship between agricultural operation and neighbouring aggregate operations;

3. Impacts of neighbouring aggregate operation; and

4. Complaints, accommodations, and involvement in approvals processes.

Respondent profile

Respondents were asked a series of questions to describe their farm operations. Figure 1 shows

that the majority of respondents farm less than 500 acres of land (71%), 12% of respondents farm

500-99 acres of land, and 17% or respondents farm more than 1000 acres of land.

Figure 1: In total, how many acres of land do you farm? This includes land that is both owned and rented.
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Figure 2 addresses the type of farms represented by our respondents. The largest portion of

respondents indicate that their farm is primarily crop production (48%), followed by a combination

of livestock and crop production (25%), primary livestock production (16%), and other (10%)

which includes on-farm related activities such as agri-tourism and equine services. The majority of

respondents identify as full-time farmers (61%), followed by part-time farmers (27%), and hobby

farmers (10%) (depicted in Figure 3).

Figure 2: Which of the following best describes your farm?

Figure 3: Which of the following options best describes you?
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Relationship between agricultural operation and neighbouring

aggregate operations

The survey asked a number of questions that tried to understand the spatial relationship between

respondent’s farm operations and neighbouring aggregate operations. Figure 4, depicts the

response to the question “How would you best describe your current situation in relation to

neighbouring aggregate operations?” The largest group of respondents (37%) indicated that they

live and farm next to an aggregate operation. 13% of respondents indicated that they farm a

property next to an aggregate operation but do not live near the operations and 5% of

respondents farmed near an aggregate operation in the past. A significant portion of respondents

also indicated that there was an aggregate operation in the area but that they did not farm near it

(34%) or that there are no aggregate operations in the area. It is possible that these respondents

have completed the survey because of the proximity of an aggregate haul route to their farm.

Figure 4: How would you best describe your current situation in relation to neighbouring aggregate operations?

When asked if they live immediately beside or adjacent to an aggregate extraction site or haul

route 39% of respondents indicated that they did (Figure 5). This represents 92 respondents. This

question has been used as a filter for further analysis related to other survey questions to try and

understand impacts that exist when agricultural and aggregate operations exist adjacent to one

another. For example, Figure 6 shows the size of farms for respondents who indicate living

immediately beside/adjacent to an aggregate extraction site or haul route. Similarly, Figure 7

shows the types of farms for respondents who indicate living immediately beside/adjacent to an

aggregate extraction site or haul route.
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Figure 5: Do you live immediately beside/adjacent to an aggregate extraction site or haul route?

Figure 6: In total, how many acres of land do you farm? This includes land that is both owned and rented for
respondents who live immediately beside/adjacent to an aggregate extraction site or haul route.
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Figure 7: Which of the following best describes your farm for respondents who live immediately beside/adjacent to
an aggregate extraction site or haul route.

Figure 8, depicts the response to the question “What is the approximate distance between your

closest active farm property to aggregate extraction activity?” The majority of respondents

indicated that they live less than 5km from aggregate extraction activity.

Figure 8: What is the approximate distance between your closest active farm property to aggregate extraction
activity?

Respondents were also asked about their business interest or connections to neighbouring

aggregate operations. The majority of respondents (83%) indicated that they did not have a

business interest or connection to the neighbouring  aggregate operation (Figure 9). For
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respondents who indicated that they did have a business interest or connection to the

neighbouring aggregate operation (15%), Figure 10 depicts the types of business interest or

connection. The most common response was owning the land being extracted from (14

respondents), followed by renting land from the aggregate producer (12) and receiving or

purchasing aggregates from the neighbouring site (12). There were also some respondents who

indicated other benefits (9), respondents indicated a variety of other site specific benefits

including royalties, future waterfront property, and having access to the aggregate operation

lands, among other things.

Figure 9: Do you have a business interest or connection to neighbouring aggregate operations?

Figure 10: Business interest or connection to neighbouring  aggregate operation for respondents who indicated a
business interest or connection to neighbouring aggregate operation.
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When asked if they were farming the land before, during, or after the development of the

neighbouring aggregate extraction site, the largest portion of respondents indicated that they do

no have property that is immediately beside an aggregate extraction site (49%), this is followed by

farming before the application/development process (24%), after the application/development

process (16%), during the application process (5%) (Figure 11). This question was left blank more

than other questions (6% of respondents left this question blank). It is possible that respondents

were not aware of the timing of the neighbouring  aggregate application process.

Figure 11: If you have a property that is immediately beside an aggregate extraction site, did you start farming this
property before, during, or after the development of the site?

Impacts of neighbouring aggregate operation

The next set of questions looks to understand the impacts of aggregate operations on adjacent

agricultural lands. This portion of the survey included multiple choice and open ended questions.

These response types have been analyzed separately.

Figure 12 shows the response to the question “In your opinion, how has your farm been affected

by activities occurring on the aggregate production site?”. The largest portion of respondents

indicated that their farm is not affected by neighbouring aggregate activity (57%), followed by

negative effects (22%), both positive and negative effects (13%), and positive effects (7%). To

better understand this, Figure 13 shows the response to this same question, for respondents who
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live immediately beside/adjacent to an aggregate extraction site or haul route. Of the 92

respondents who indicated that they live immediately beside/adjacent to an aggregate extraction

site or haul route, a much lower proportion of respondents indicated “not affected” (38%).

Subsequently, a larger portion of these respondents reported their farm being negatively (30%),

positively (11%), or both positively and negatively (21%) affected. Slightly more than half of the

respondents who indicated that they live immediately beside/adjacent to an aggregate extraction

site or haul route reported a negative impact on their farm.

Figure 12: In your opinion, how has your farm been affected by activities occurring on the aggregate production site?

Figure 13: In your opinion, how has your farm been affected by activities occurring on the aggregate production site,
for respondents who live immediately beside/adjacent to an aggregate extraction site or haul route.
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Figure 14, further explores the nature of effects of aggregate production site activities on adjacent

farms by incorporating the response to the question “Do you have a business interest or

connection to neighbouring aggregate operations?”. Respondents who indicated having a business

interest or connection to the neighbouring aggregate operation, more frequently report positive

effects on their farm or not being affected at all. For respondents who do not have a business

interest or connection to the neighbouring aggregate operation nearly 40% indicate that their

farm has been negatively affected by activities on the aggregate production site.

Figure 14: How has your farm been affected by activities occurring on the aggregate production site for respondents
who live immediately beside/adjacent to an aggregate extraction site or haul route.
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We can also look at the reported impacts of respondents based on farm size (Figure 15). There is

not a significant difference between reported impacts based on farm size across all respondents.

However, looking at the response for farms immediately beside/adjacent to an aggregate

extraction site or haul route there is a difference in impacts between farms of different sizes.

Figure 16, depicts that, for farms immediately beside/adjacent to an aggregate extraction site or

haul route, larger farms are not as consistently impacted by neighbouring  aggregate production

sites. Figure 16 also shows that regardless of farm size, farms are more likely to be impacted by

aggregate production if they are beside/adjacent an aggregate extraction site or haul route.

Figure 15: How has your farm been affected by activities occurring on the aggregate production site by farm size.

Figure 16: How has your farm been affected by activities occurring on the aggregate production site by farm size for
respondents who live immediately beside/adjacent to an aggregate extraction site or haul route.
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A similar analysis can be prepared for reported impacts of respondents based on farm type (Figure

17). Primarily livestock production farms most consistently report an impact on their farm, this

includes both positive and negative impacts. Similar to the above analysis, we can also look at

effects of aggregate activity by farm type for respondents who indicated their farm is immediately

beside/adjacent to an aggregate extraction site or haul route (Figure 18). Farms of all types are

more consistently affected by aggregate operations if they are located immediately

beside/adjacent to an aggregate extraction site or haul route.

Figure 17: How has your farm been affected by activities occurring on the aggregate production site by farm type.

Figure 18: How has your farm been affected by activities occurring on the aggregate production site by farm type for
respondents who live immediately beside/adjacent to an aggregate extraction site or haul route.
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Respondents were also asked about the nature of their relationship with the neighbouring

aggregate producers (Figure 19). When including the entire sample of respondents 65% reported

“very good”, “good”, or “neutral” relations with the neighbouring aggregate producers. 13% of

respondents indicated a “poor” or “very poor” relationship and 21% reported having no

relationship with the neighbouring aggregate producers. Figure 20, displays the response to this

same question, but limited to respondents who indicated that they started farming before or

during the development of the aggregate extraction site. Figure 21, displays the response to this

same question, but limited to respondents who indicated that they started farming after the

development of the aggregate extraction site. Key here is that respondents who indicated starting

farming after the development of the aggregate extraction site report better relationships with

neighbouring  aggregate producers.

Figure 19: In your opinion, what is the nature of your relationship with neighbouring aggregate producers?
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Figure 20: In your opinion, what is the nature of your relationship with neighbouring aggregate producers for
respondents who started farming before or during the development of the aggregate extraction site.

Figure 21: In your opinion, what is the nature of your relationship with neighbouring aggregate producers for
respondents who started farming after the development of the aggregate extraction site.

The nature of farmers' relationships with neighbouring  aggregate producers can also be

considered in terms of farm size and farm type. Figures 22-25 depict the reported relationship

between farmers and aggregate producers by farm size and farm type and taking into

consideration whether or not respondents indicated living immediately beside/adjacent to an

aggregate extraction site or haul route.
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As expected when respondents were filtered to only include those living immediately

beside/adjacent to an aggregate extraction site or haul route respondents were less likely to

report “no relationship”. This is true for both farm size and type.

Looking specifically at farm size, it appears that larger farms more frequently report very good,

good, neutral, or no relationship. When looking specifically at farms 500-999 acres in size that are

beside/adjacent to an aggregate extraction site or haul route our finding indicates that poor or

very poor relationships may be more common (Figure 23). The sample size for farms immediately

beside/adjacent to an aggregate extraction site or haul route is relatively small (n=90) and so

caution should be taken in interpreting these results.

When considering farm type, it appears that “primarily livestock production” and “other farming

and agriculture-related activities,” most frequently have poor or very poor relations with

neighbouring aggregate producers. However, results do not indicate a notable difference in the

relationship with neighbouring aggregate producers for different farm types.

Figure 22: The nature of your relationship with neighbouring aggregate producers by farm size.
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Figure 23:The nature of your relationship with neighbouring aggregate producers by farm size for respondents who
live immediately beside/adjacent to an aggregate extraction site or haul route.

Figure 24: The nature of your relationship with the neighbouring  aggregate producers
by farm type.
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Figure 25: The nature of your relationship with the neighbouring  aggregate producers
by farm type for respondents who live immediately beside/adjacent to an aggregate extraction site or haul route.

Also relevant to this discussion is whether or not respondents indicated a business interest or

connection to the neighbouring aggregate operation. Figure 26 depicts the reported relationship

with neighbouring aggregate producers for respondents who live immediately beside/adjacent to

an aggregate extraction site or haul route. It appears that respondents who have a business

interest or connection to the neighbouring aggregate operation are more likely to have a very

good, good, or neutral relationship with the neighbouring aggregate producer.
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Figure 26: The nature of your relationship with neighbouring aggregate producers for respondents who live
immediately beside/adjacent to an aggregate extraction site or haul route.

Figure 27 depicts the relationship between “the nature of your relationship with neighbouring

aggregate producers” and “how your farm has been affected”. Perhaps unsurprisingly, farms that

report a negative impact also report a very poor or poor relationship with the neighbouring

aggregate producer. Conversely, farmers that report both positive and negative or positive impact

on their farm report a neutral, good, or very good relationship with the neighbouring aggregate

producer. For farmers that reported their farm was not affected by the neighbouring aggregate

producer, the majority reported neutral, good, very good, or no relationship with the neighbouring

aggregate producer.
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Figure 27: The nature of your relationship with neighbouring  aggregate producers by how your farm has been
affected.

Negative impacts

In terms of understanding specific impacts of aggregate operations on neighbouring  farms,

farmers were asked to indicate if they experienced a number of positive and negative impacts.

These impacts were identified through the literature review associated with this project. An

“other” category was provided so that farmers could elaborate on impacts that were not identified

by the research team. Figure 28 depicts the negative impacts experienced by farmers. The most

frequently reported negative impact was traffic volume, followed by dust, noise, road use

(compatibility with farm equipment), other, water quantity (water table level), blasting, water

quality, visual/aesthetic, encroachment (too close to crops/property boundaries), drainage,

lighting, and odour. Figures 29 and 30 depict these negative impacts by both farm size and farm

type.

Farms of over 1000 acres appear to be less consistently impacted by dust, noise, blasting, water

quantity, and encroachment, but more consistently impacted by traffic volume, road use, visual

aesthetic, and “other. Beyond this there are no significant differences between the impacts

experienced by farms of different sizes.

Looking at farm type tells a more interesting story. Repondants whose farms are primarily

livestock production more consistently indicate concerns about traffic volume and road use. In

fact 100% of respondents whose farm is primarily livestock production reported being impacted
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by traffic volume. Similarly dust, noise, blasting, water quantity, water quality, drainage,

visual/aesthetic, and “other” were more frequently experienced impacts on primarily livestock

production farms. It is interesting to note that combination farms, with both livestock and crop

production, also experienced many of these impacts more frequently than farms that are primarily

crop production. Primarily crop production farms reported negative impacts less frequently than

other farm types. Across the board, all farm types were most frequently    impacted by traffic

volume.

Figure 28: Please indicate any negative impacts that neighbouring aggregate extraction operations have had on your
farm (select all that apply).
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Figure 29: Negative impacts that neighbouring aggregate extraction operations have had on your farm by farm size.

Figure 30: Negative impacts that neighbouring aggregate extraction operations have had on your farm by farm type.
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Positive impacts

Farmers were also asked about positive impacts associated with neighbouring aggregate

extraction operations. Similar to the negative impacts, positive impacts were identified through

the literature review associated with this project and an “other” category was provided. Figure 31

depicts the positive impacts experienced by farmers. Access to aggregate, gravel, and sand was the

most frequent identified positive impact and was identified by over 100 respondents. The other

positive impacts identified, in order of significance, include infrastructure (e.g., road development,

electrical), employment, community involvement, desirable rehabilitation/plan, other, drainage,

water quantity, and water quality. Figures 32 and 33 depict these positive impacts by both farm

size and farm type.

As was mentioned previously, the more frequently identified positive impact was access to

aggregate sand and gravel. This is consistent across all farm types. The percent of farmers who

identified this benefit appears to increase as farm size increases. Infrastructure also appears to be

a more frequent benefit for larger farms. Employment appears to be more significant for farms

500-999 acres in size.

In terms of positive impacts for farm types, access to aggregate, sand, and gravel appears to be

more significant for primary crop production, and combination farms (both livestock and crop

production). Employment also appears to be more significant for primary crop production, and

combination farms and less significant for primary livestock farms and other farming and

agriculture-related activities. It’s also interesting to note that infrastructure was less frequently

reported by farms that were identified as other farming and agriculture-related activities.

Figure 31: Please indicate any positive impacts that neighbouring aggregate extraction operations have had on your
farm (select all that apply).
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Figure 32: Positive impacts that neighbouring aggregate extraction operations have had on your farm by farm size.

Figure 33: Positive impacts that neighbouring aggregate extraction operations have had on your farm by farm type.
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Complaints, accommodations, and involvement in approvals

processes

Respondents were also asked a series of questions about if they have ever raised a complaint, how

that complaint was dealt with, if they make accommodations for the neighbouring aggregate

extraction site, if the aggregate extraction site makes accommodations for them, and the farmers

involvement (if any) in the planning approvals process. Figure 34 depicts the response to the

question “Have you ever participated in a Planning Act review/application for a new or expanding

aggregate operation (e.g. Official Plan or Zoning By-Law Amendment)?” The majority of

respondents (69%) responded that they had not.

Then asked if they had ever raised a concern about an aggregate operation to a regulatory

body/municipality/etc. the largest portion of respondents indicated “no” (45%), followed by “I have

never had a concern to raise” (32%). Only 20% of respondents had raised a concern (Figure 35).

Figure 36 depicts the response for this same question but only for respondents who live

immediately beside/adjacent to an aggregate extraction site or haul route. A slightly higher

percent of this group (33%) responded that they had raised a concern about an aggregate

operation to a regulatory body/municipality/etc.

Figure 34: Have you ever participated in a Planning Act review/application for a new or expanding aggregate
operation (e.g. Official Plan or Zoning By-Law Amendment)?
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Figure 35: Have you ever raised a concern about an aggregate operation to a regulatory body/municipality/etc.?

Figure 36: Have you ever raised a concern about an aggregate operation to a regulatory body/municipality/etc. for
respondents who live immediately beside/adjacent to an aggregate extraction site or haul route.

Respondents were also asked if they have ever accommodated neighbouring aggregate operations

in the past, this could include changing the farm schedule, or farm equipment route, among other
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things. The majority of respondents (67%) indicated that they have not accommodated a

neighbouring  aggregate operation in the past (Figure 37). Figure 38 shows response to this same

question for respondents who live immediately beside/adjacent to an aggregate extraction site or

haul route. Surprisingly the number of respondents who indicated that they have not

accommodated the neighbouring  aggregate extraction site increased to 72%. However the

number of respondents who have accommodated an aggregate operation in the past also

increased.

Figure 37: Have you accommodated neighbouring aggregate operations in the past? (e.g. change of schedule, change
of farm equipment route, etc.)?

Figure 38: Have you accommodated neighbouring aggregate operations in the past? (e.g. change of schedule, change
of farm equipment route, etc.) for respondents who live immediately beside/adjacent to an aggregate extraction site

or haul route.
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When asked if the neighbouring  aggregate producer accommodates agricultural production, the

largest portion of respondents (47%) indicated that they were not sure (Figure 39). 14% of

respondents reported that accommodations had been made, and 5% left this question blank.

Examples of ways producers can accommodate agricultural production include changing the

schedule of trucking/routes to accommodate farm equipment, blasting schedules to accommodate

some agricultural activity, etc. Figure 40 depicts this same question but for respondents who live

immediately beside/adjacent to an aggregate extraction site or haul route. Overall responses were

similar.

Figure 39: Does your neighbouring aggregate producer accommodate agricultural production?

Figure 40: Does your neighbouring aggregate producer accommodate agricultural production? for respondents who
live immediately beside/adjacent to an aggregate extraction site or haul route.
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Figure 41 and 42 both address the question “To your knowledge does the neighbouring aggregate

site have a water mitigation plan?” Figure 42 is limited to respondents who indicated that they live

immediately beside/adjacent to an aggregate extraction site or haul route. Overall these two

graphs are very similar, with the largest group of respondents indicating that no the neighbouring

aggregate site does not have a water mitigation plan, followed by yes they do, and then a fairly

significant portion of respondents who left this question blank.

Figure 41: To your knowledge does the neighbouring aggregate site have a water mitigation plan?

Figure 42: To your knowledge does the neighbouring aggregate site have a water mitigation plan for respondents who
live immediately beside/adjacent to an aggregate extraction site or haul route.
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The last question respondents were asked was if they had ever raised a concern to the

neighbouring aggregate operator. Figures 43 and 44 depict the response to this question, with

Figure 44 including only respondents who live immediately beside/adjacent to an aggregate

extraction site or haul route. Of note, 43% of respondents who live immediately beside/adjacent to

an aggregate extraction site or haul route have raised a concern to the neighbouring aggregate

operator.

Figure 43:  Have you ever raised a concern to the aggregate operator/producer?

Figure 44:  Have you ever raised a concern to the aggregate operator/producer for respondents who live immediately
beside/adjacent to an aggregate extraction site or haul route.
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Qualitative Analysis
As was mentioned previously, respondents were provided a number of opportunities to elaborate

on, or clarify, their survey responses. These responses were coded for positive and negative

impacts among other things. Codes were then grouped into key themes and are discussed below.

Positive impacts

There were a number of positive impacts that emerged from the open-ended survey questions.

Some of these impacts were identified through the literature review and included as multiple

choice options in the survey, additional commentary is provided here to provide discussion and

insight into these impacts.

High quality farmland

There were a number of written comments that discussed that the aggregate operation resulted in

high quality farmland. These respondents are primarily livestock and crop production farmers and

often have a business interest or connection to the associated aggregate operation (e.g., renting

the land once rehabilitated). One respondent said “land that has been rehabilitated is flat, well

drained and significantly more productive”. Another farmer talks about the benefits of progressive

rehabilitation “As the extraction of the aggregate is completed by section, the rehabilitation

process back to usable farmland is excellent. I rent the land from the owner of the property.  The

large aggregate company owns the license and they keep the landowner and me completely

informed of their plans as it might involve my farming activity."

Respondents also discussed that it is important for aggregate operators to have knowledge about

agriculture. For example, "I farm but also work for an aggregate owner, this owner is also a

vegetable farmer  and is very conscious of reclaiming land back to farming it. He has rehabilitated

several acres, first growing oats then planting vegetable crops". Another respondent discusses the

benefits to his own farm, “They extracted gravel from… a sidehill on 21 acres of my land and now I

have a flat field that I can work.”

Natural area and wildlife habitat

Farmers also noted possible impacts associated with natural areas on the site while the aggregate

site is in operation and potential for wildlife habitat after rehabilitation, depending on the end use

of the site. One respondent talks at length about possible rehabilitation plans, and lists a number

of suggestions “wildlife habitat, water storage and flood control, landscaping and rehabilitation…

long term visual attractiveness… sturdy art pieces, totem poles, areas for nests (hawks,

eagles,ospreys, owls, humming birds) , rock dens, Inukshuk. No advertising or real estate signs ever

… encourage photography and school visits with history of area, dinosaurs, ice age, gravel,

lumbering, settlers, farmers, present day needs.”
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Good relations/ management

Some farmers also discussed the positive relationships they have with the neighbouring aggregate

producer. One farmer says “I have dealt with aggregates close to my farm for over 30 years and

found them to be co-operative and prompt.  They provide less trucking expenses because of my

location.  My grandparents also dealt with the same aggregates (but owned by a different

aggregate company) for many years without any problems.” Farms speak positively about

aggregate operators that are “very compliant to rules” and operators who are “responsive” to

concerns.

When asked about documentation of any issues or concerns about the neighbouring aggregate

operation, one respondent said “No documentation maintained. Any issues with the Aggregate

producer are discussed and resolved." Related to this, the role of Public Liaison Committees in

maintaining clear and effective communication channels is mentioned, “Being a past member of

their Public Liaison Committee I can vouch for their willingness to be a good corporate neighbour

and deal with any complaints from property owners in the area as best they can.”

There were also a number of respondents who mentioned the effectiveness of signage installed on

and around the neighbouring aggregate operation. One farmer mentioned “they donated a

flashing speed sign on their haul route”, another says “upon a group of neighbours successfully

getting the speed limit reduced, this has improved quite a lot…”.

Cheap aggregate/ quick delivery

Many farmers made written comments about being able to access aggregate quickly or at a

reduced price from the neighbouring  aggregate operation. Many submitted comments capture

this sentiment, for example “since it's so close I can get gravel, sand and cement pretty quick” or

“convenient source of sand / gravel for on farm use - road maintenance, fill”. Some farmers connect

the availability of aggregate to economic development for the larger community. One farmer

speaks specifically about needing to learn more about and understand aggregate operations,

rather than oppose them “A lot of time and money spent to justify the operation which was not

called for! If the expansion is not cleared it will cost people a lot more to have the same product

brought in. Therefore people should ask questions and learn to listen to operators."

Employment and local economic benefits

Along these same lines, there were also a number of comments submitted about employment and

local economic benefits. For example, one farmer says that “people in our community have decent

jobs with aggregate companies.” Another farmer comments “we are an aggregately enhanced

municipality. Many jobs have been developed with aggregate extraction, cement companies, and

concrete trades service companies.” Respondents also talked about economic contributions to the

municipality and infrastructure improvements associated with aggregate operation, “Roads are

maintained very well in our municipality. Aggregate tax revenue contributes positively to road

improvements.” Beyond road infrastructure a couple of respondents mentioned improved access
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to three-phase power and natural gas. A few respondents also noted generous community

donations and community activities supported by the aggregate operation.

Royalties

Another positive benefit that emerged from the survey results was the collection of royalties. A

farmer explains “The aggregate operation (next door) haul road crosses our property to access

municipal roads. We receive a royalty for each ton of aggregate hauled out of the pit. This has been

in place for approximately 15 years and will likely be in place for another 20 years. At the end of

the operation, the Aggregate company will rehab the haul road route back to agriculture.” Another

farmer comments that “the royalty cheque has helped pay bills on the farm."

Other benefits

There were a handful of other benefits mentioned, for example one farmer mentions that they

“will have waterfront property in the coming years”. Another farmer explains that the aggregate

operator allows access to their land so the farmer can clear out built up debris in the river which

causes flooding issues on their land. A couple farmers also wrote about the compatibility between

aggregate and agricultural land uses. One farmer says that the neighbouring aggregate operation

is “no different than my farm operation”. Another farmer says that there was “far less noise and

dust disruptions than we previously thought that there might have been.”

Negative impacts

There were significantly more comments addressing negative impacts associated with

neighbouring aggregate operations. Similar to the discussion of positive impacts, some of these

were identified through the literature review and included as multiple choice options in the survey,

while others emerged from the survey data. In both cases commentary is provided here to provide

discussion and insight into these impacts.

Truck traffic/ road conditions

There were 51 submitted comments regarding traffic and road conditions associated with

neighbouring  aggregate operations. Concerns ranged from speed of trucks, sharing the road, and

road conditions, to challenges associated with taking animals to and from pasture across a haul

route and horse drawn vehicles. A number of written comments are highlighted below and give an

idea of the types of comments received:

● “Some of the truck drivers can operate a little hazardously on narrow gravel roads with

children living on them, farm equipment and horse drawn vehicles. I have spoken to the

owners of the pit though and they have been responsive.”

● "There are many aggregate operations in this area… Traffic, noise and dust are constant

issues on many roads… There are now gravel trucks within every 30 seconds of each other

continuously from 4 am to just after 5 pm each day and all year - except during half load
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periods in the spring. The noise is unbelievable… They line up along the road [...] waiting to

get into the pit for their first loads."

● “Have had 2 close collisions with trucks not stopping when entering the main roadway.”

● “Excessive truck traffic noise that may affect cattle at times (Calving and summer months)”

● “Early start times may have a negative effect on animal welfare especially during calving

season.”

● “Impatient trucks vs farm tractors.”

● "The haul road is very busy and we have to be careful crossing with agricultural equipment.

We are unable to pasture cattle in the fields on the other side of the haul road. The haul

road is very busy so dust, noise, inconvenience is always there.”

● “Size intimidation by aggressive drivers also speeding as paid per load, not enforcement

visible by MTO.”

● “Mostly the pit  is not the problem. It is the transportation of gravel.”

Dust/ Dust on crops

There were also 20 comments that discuss dust and in many cases the impacts of dust on their

farm. A selection of comments relevant to this theme are highlighted below.

● "Extra dust blown over crops interfering with photosynthesis.”

● “At the time of harvest, the accumulation of dust on the crops can be observed

occasionally.”

● “Dust on crops has changed PH levels.”

● “Always a problem getting the quarry to do proper dust suppression especially if it's windy.”

● “Summer and excess dust on the crops.”

● “In the summer time there is a lot of dust on my farm.”

● “Westerly winds carry limestone dust onto several neighbouring  properties.”

● “CaC03 accumulations in soil increased PH approaching PH of 8 from 5 decades of

blasting. Soil tests taken for agricultural purposes indicate that the crop land nearest the

quarry has PH levels of 7.9 to 8 whereas crop land further away has PH levels of 7.3 to 7.5.

At the time of harvest, the accumulation of dust on the crops can be observed occasionally.”

Water quality or quantity impacts

The last theme that received a significant number of comments is water quality or quantity

impacts, or perceived threat of impacts. For example, a farmer explains, “Over the years we have

had to deepen some wells on the farm due to the Quarry drilling below the water table." Another

farmer's well has been impacted by the neighbouring  aggregate operation and a contractor is paid

by the operator to bring water to a cistern. This farmer explains that “The trucker [contractor]

from time to time lets the cistern go dry.  I often do not have water to apply pesticides to my crops.”

While some of the respondents speak to impacts that have already occurred, others speak about

anticipated impacts. One respondent says “they pump water from below the water table year

round  including droughts in summer” another respondent echoes this saying they are worried
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that “full time production will affect the water table which may make the farm unusable for

livestock.”

While most of the comments about water quantity are discussing the lowering of the water table,

one farmer raises concerns about the opposite happening, “older sites are taking on water that

appear to be raising the water table on adjacent farms.” Another farmer discusses a drainage line

from a neighbouring quarry that “discharges into a forested area on the north-eastern corner of

my farm and the adjacent farm.  The flow creates a Lake that has killed the mature trees in the

forested area.  The cultivated area on my farm has been reduced by the lake and the higher ground

water level has made that area of the farm less productive.”

When thinking about water quality respondents discussed the types of storage that is taking place

on pit floors and both the potential and real impacts that has. For example one respondent

explains that “run-off from gravel extraction and composting facilities flows through the creeks on

our farm.” Another says “a diesel leak …[went] into a ditch that goes directly through our farm.” A

third comments that the “lime in water is higher” on their farm.

Poor communication and lack of enforcement

Another key theme that came from the survey was discussion around poor communication, lack of

transparency, and lack of enforcement. Many farmers expressed that they are not notified or

aware of changes to the neighbouring  aggregate operation. In one case the farmer was surprised

to find there was an approved aggregate site beside their farm operation, “Approval already given

to the site with no notification to us. Not sure if it had already been approved before we arrived.

New signage [has been] put up since we moved here.” This lack of communication is echoed by

other respondents who express frustration about the lack of enforcement and question who is

responsible for various aspects of the operation (e.g., municipalities, MTO, MNRF).

Secondary uses, dumping, and fill

There was also a fair number of comments that discussed concern around secondary uses

associated with aggregate operations. For example one respondent says “this area is being

threatened as a huge dump site. Danger to our water, air, pollution of a large river”. This is echoed

by a respondent who says

“Massive piles of used asphalt and building/construction waste are being stored/processed

at ground water level deep in the huge pit. Aggregate continues to be extracted (license

recently granted) for below ground water extraction creating large lakes. The bottom of

the massive pit has also been approved for an asphalt plant immediately beside one of the

lakes being created by the below water level extraction. […] Essentially there is no rural

water supply protection unlike for villages, towns  and cities.”

Three other respondents are also concerned about asphalt plants associated with the

neighbouring  aggregate operation, one respondent says “Right now quarry operates 5 days a

week 10 hours a day, they are planning to start a cement plant that will operate 7 days a week 24
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hours a day.” Another respondent says they are “Concerned that they are going to install an asphalt

plant, bring fill in, or recycle in the pit now that it is worked out.”

Other respondents expressed concern about fill and potential contamination. One respondent

explains that “I understand that some pits in the area are trucking in excavation loads from

Toronto and GTA construction sites with no environmental monitoring and simply dumping into

the pits to cover the cost of the truck run.” Another respondents says that they are concerns about

fill “impacting the water quality.” Two other respondents express that the neighbouring  operation

is being used as a “dump site” which impacts the “water, air, and pollution of a large river.”

Site maintenance

Respondents also talked about a number of issues that can be grouped under site maintenance.

This includes shade on crops from the adjacent treeline, broken and poorly maintained fences, and

the control of weeds. For example one farmer says that “crop production is reduced on land

adjacent to operation due to the tree line.” Another says the neighbouring  aggregate operator

“Refused to trim trees that could fall and damage joint fences around pasture fields.”

A number of comments were also received regarding the maintenance of fencing and ensuring

fences are repaired in a timely manner. For example one respondent explains that the

neighbouring aggregate operator “refused to properly fix joint fences”. Other comments about

fences include“They don’t get their fence up very quickly”, “We have waited years for them to

finish the line fence - we are still waiting” and “Quarry has never completed the berm or fencing of

its land in the past 35 years.”

Other farmers commented on fences when they were asked if they accommodate neighbouring

aggregate operations. Responses relevant to fences include “fix the fences around boundaries”,

“plant trees along the fence line” and “not requesting proper fencing and proper trees on berms for

dust control.”

Some respondents connect poor site maintenance with poor site management. For example, one

respondent comments on the neighbouring  aggregate operators “disregard for the rules and

regulations for operating the pit”. Another respondent says that the “owners seldom fulfill their

promises.”

The last group of comments under this theme, relates to weed control and the potential for weeds

to interfere with neighbouring agricultural activity. For example, one farmer comments that “the

weed growth on birms is not maintained and this decreases our ability to control weeds in the

crops.”
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Rehabilitation not happening, is the use temporary?

There was the shared sentiment between some respondents that rehabilitation was not occurring

or that aggregate extraction should not be considered a temporary use. One respondent expresses

“I live beside a site that will probably never be rehabbed in my lifetime or forever.” Another

respondent comments that they "Have raised concern about the expansion of the aggregate pit

into adjacent farmland and the rehabilitation plan for the pit when extraction is done. No response

and pit expansion was approved." Another respondent expresses that aggregate operations “Take

valuable farmland away that will never be brought back.”

Hours of operation, noise, and vibration

Several comments emerged regarding hours of operation, noise, and vibration and the impact that

had on the lives of respondents. One farmer emphasized in all capitals “CANNOT SLEEP BECAUSE

OF NOISE.” Another expresses that “The noise from truck traffic and machinery is very invasive

and runs for long hours.” Several respondents echoed the long hours of operation as an issue, “The

crusher runs at least 12 hours a day, 6 till 6, and it is loud.” For others, noise was an issue only at

certain times of the day, for example “Particularly at night and early morning as the aggregate site

is also a large asphalt plant.”

Beyond noise, vibrations were identified as impacting wellbeing. A respondent elaborates on these

impacts “vibrations when the primary crusher is running, constant noise from reverse beepers.

blasting noise.” Some respondents discuss property damage associated with vibration, for example

“dump truck traffic shakes my house and knocks stuff off shelves” and “blasting has affected

structures”. One respondent states, “No complaints there other than we do feel the blasts are

quite significant at our house.”

Other Impacts on Agriculture

The last group of impacts includes a variety of one off comments. One farmer spoke at length

regarding the loss of rented farmland, “20 years ago gravel pits were approved on 300 acres that I

farmed. As a tenant farmer I was told to leave the property.” Another farmer comments “Our

owned farmland and two rental farms are identified on municipal plans as aggregate reserves.

Restrictions on our agri tourism business and ever changing rules are difficult to keep up with.”

Another farmer comments about “competition for farms between farmers and aggregate

extraction sites.”

There was also mention of impacts associated with “soil erosion”, “crop sand blasting”, and “tax

increases”.  From a more social or wellbeing perspective, one respondent reported that their

neighbouring “operator was belittling, condescending, and used intimidation tactics.” Another

farmer reports  “being threatened” and that the neighbouring operator “fights with the

neighbours.”
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Documenting impacts

The survey also asked respondents to share how they were keeping track of and documenting

impacts. A number of approaches were identified however there was very little record keeping.

Approaches to monitoring impacts include: monitoring yields, changed agricultural practices,

visual assessment, counting traffic, monitoring water levels, taking pictures, noting road repair,

and property damage.

When thinking about monitoring yields, one respondent explains that “Crop yields vary from year

to year depending on environmental conditions. It would be difficult to eliminate all the variables

to single out one particular cause. Soil studies could be done on the chemistry of the soils adjacent

to quarries as opposed to soils further away but of the same parent material. The impact of

agriculture soils downwind from the quarry would be of particular interest.”  Another respondent

discusses a “Reduction in total acreage that I can plant as well as reduced crop yield as a result of

higher ground water level in areas adjacent to the lake created by [dewatering].”

In terms of changing agricultural practices, one respondent discusses changing planting times and

another explains that they “pastured out to local farmers but had to stop as the noise and traffic

were not considerate of the animals' well being.”

There were many comments about noting poor road quality or counting the number of trucks on

the road each day as indicators of impact. Related to this were comments about “road congestion,

speeding and damaging roads.” One respondent comments that they are “Not documenting them

[impacts], but are generally annoyed by the local roads being torn up by the truck traffic and the

constant rumble of dump trucks and engine brakes on an otherwise quiet stretch of country road.”

Beyond road maintenance there were also a couple respondents who noted property damage

(including a cracked foundation and damage to south side building roofs).

Other respondents talk about dust that they can see on their farm property, for example one

farmer says it’s “an ugly sight to see so much dust on the fields.” Some farmers were taking pictures

to document these visual impacts. For example, one respondent says “I take pictures of the

operation for my own personal information and readily share them with the land owner and the

aggregate license holder.” Another farm takes “pictures and video of wind erosion” as well as

“pictures of pit floor under water.”

In terms of documenting water quantity impacts, some farmers were monitoring their well levels

on a daily basis. Other farmers were regularly testing their wells for contamination. In some cases

respondents wells were being monitored by the neighbouring  aggregate operation.

There were also a few farmers who were measuring changes in soil ph levels. One farmer says “ph

levels have increased to high 7's and even 8 not conducive to crops grown  alfalfa, corn, or

soybeans.”
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Time of impact

Respondents were also asked if the neighbouring aggregate production affects their farm at a

particular time of year more than others. Summer and harvest time were two most commonly

identified periods of the year. However many respondents also mentioned planting, harvest, and

manure spreading as key activities that were impacted by aggregate operations. More specifically

these three activities involve the movement of large farm equipment.

For livestock farms, calving season was commonly identified. Most farmers who discussed calving

talked about late spring and summer as being a time of the year where they were more impacted

by aggregate operations. In a more limited capacity there was mention of impact on grazing

animals and the movement of animals to and from pasture.

There were also a number of respondents who said the impacts they experienced were all year

issues. One respondent says “noise, dust and traffic are constant”. Contrasting this, some

respondents felt that November - May were times of the year with least impacts to their farm.

For respondents being impacted by water quality or quantity issues or concerns, spring was

mentioned as being a key time of year where winter melt and spring rains introduce additional

challenges and risk.

Dust impacts were identified by a number of respondents as being most acute during summer

months.

Complaints to operators

When asked to discuss if they had ever raised a concern to the neighbouring aggregate operator

and if they were satisfied with the result, respondents discussed a wide range of experiences.

Responses were analyzed and coded and four key themes identified, including:

● Challenges associated with company size/ international ownership;

● Trespassing;

● Lack of transparency; and

● Lack of action.

A number of respondents discussed that the neighbouring aggregate operation was not locally

owned, or that staff were not locally hired. For example, one respondent says “[the] current owner

is a large company group." Another respondent expresses their frustration saying “None of the

people who work there or own  the gravel business live here.  This is my home and I have an intense

dislike for what it's become because of the gravel industry. It was a farming community…”.

In terms of trespassing farmers expressed challenges associated with poorly maintained fences,

recreational users accessing the site across their land (e.g., dirt bikes), and issues with truck drivers
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lined up along their property and leaving a mess (e.g., littering). Another farmer expressed

frustration that the aggregate operator would “enter rented farmland to drill and dig test holes

without regard for crop damage.”

Another common frustration was lack of transparency and accountability. Respondents often felt

that their concerns were not heard or that they were unsure if any action was taken. For example,

one respondent says “[the aggregate operator] ignores our concerns and as noted with blasting

damage said he didn't blast that day even though records from MNRF clearly indicated he did.”

Related to lack of transparency is lack of action. Many respondents reported that they felt their

concerns were not addressed. One respondent says this about the neighbouring operation

“excellent verbal discussion but no good or effective action.” Another says “Owners are inattentive

to issues.”

Accommodating aggregate operators

Respondents were also asked “Have you accommodated neighbouring aggregate operations in the

past?” Response to this question was limited. Three key ways respondents accommodate the

neighbouring  aggregate operations were identified. The first type of accomodation relates to

changing farm practices, this includes “no farming on land when blasting”, “not pasturing the fields

across the haul road”, “avoid using the road as often as possible”, and “use different roads to get to

other farms to avoid truck traffic.” The second grouping of accommodation is around hours of

operation. A number of farmers indicated that they try to move equipment at night when there are

less haul trucks on the road. One farmer comments, “We try to move equipment at off hours, at

night when there are no trucks to deal with, this is only in the interest of safety before there is an

accident even though moving large equipment at night is not the safest either, just necessary.” The

third type of accommodation is related to communication and coordinating with the neighbouring

aggregate operation to plan activities that work well for both parties. One respondent says “I have

asked for future plans on extraction, so I can plan cropping activities and it is always forthcoming.”

Complaints to a regulatory body or the municipality

The last question respondents were asked is around raising concerns to regulatory bodies or the

municipality. More specifically respondents were asked how their concern was addressed and if

they were satisfied with the result. More than 50 witten comments were submitted in response to

this question. Many respondents indicate that they were not satisfied or that no action was taken.

The following quotes give a good overview of the types of comments received:

● "Not satisfied. Many non-compliance issues with their permits to take water have occurred

with no apparent repercussions. Infrequent inspections/ monitoring, coupled with on site

visits days/weeks after an event are problematic, therefore the quarry operator does not

respect the rules & recommendations legislated."
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● “Called township office, by-law office, CEO, and OPP. Unable to find any regulations or

regulatory agency to HELP!”

● “They did nothing, not even listen.”

● “No, nothing was done. There is a major intersection near my home that is part of the truck

route. This was a dangerous intersection before it was the truck route. The gravel trucks

refuse to come to a full stop…”

Respondents identified a number of regulatory bodies they had tried to contact, including

MOECC, OPP, MNRF, and the municipality. Across the board, respondents expressed lack of

accountability and enforcement issues. Specific to MOECC, one respondent says “I have

complained to the MOECC with no satisfaction.” Another respondent shares a similar experience

“MOECC inspector visited my farm and adjacent farm but no resolution to the problem has been

obtained.” Specific to the OPP, a respondent comments that due to reduced resources contacting

the OPP is “no longer a useful exercise.”

In terms of the municipality, comments received include “Township showed little concern. Not

satisfied”, “Township tries to negotiate. Generally overruled by province.”, and “I never heard back

from township.”

In a more positive light, a respondent discusses an example where “a group of neighbours lobbied

our township and county to address the safety of our road due to gravel haulers and were

successful in having the speed limit reduced from 80km/h to 60km/h.” Another respondent

comments that “The most effective voice was the Director of Public Works.” In another example

the respondent explains that “An organization that I was involved with raised concerns over

slowness of rehabilitation of a pit. It was addressed through the County Aggregate Committee.

Not completely satisfied but there was dialogue and it was discussed.”

Several respondents noted that they contacted MNRF (for one reason or another) and never

heard back. Another respondent gives a very specific case where the MNRF could not access the

aggregate site and was relying on a camera mounted on a nearby silo for information. A couple

respondents also comment about how slow things are to be processed.
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Appendix A

Farmer Survey Questionnaire



 

 Page 1 of 13 

Aggregates and Agriculture: 
Understanding the Impacts of Aggregate 
Extraction on Agriculture and Ide 
 

 
 
Section 1: Farm Context and Proximity to Aggregate Operation  This survey contains three 
sections and will take approximately 20 minutes to complete.      Section 1 asks you to provide 
details about your farm and other agricultural activities you are involved in, as well as the 
proximity of your farm to  aggregate production. 
 
 
 
  1. How would you best describe your current situation in relation to neighbouring aggregate 
operations? This includes sand and gravel pits, as well as hard rock quarries. 

o I live and farm next to an aggregate operation  

o I farm a property next to an aggregate operation but do not live near the operation  

o I live next to an aggregate operation, but do not farm near the operation  

o I have farmed near an aggregate operation in the past  

o There is an aggregate operation in the area but I don’t farm near it  

o There are no aggregate operations in our area  
 
 
 
2. Do you live immediately beside/adjacent to an aggregate extraction site or haul route? 

o Yes  

o No  
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3. What is the approximate distance between your closest active farm property to aggregate 
extraction activity? 

o Immediately beside  

o Less than 1 km  

o Less than 2 km  

o Less than 5 km  

o Greater than 5 km  
 
 
 
4. If you have a property that is immediately beside an aggregate extraction site, did you start 
farming this property before, during, or after the development of the site? 

o Before the application/development process  

o During the application/development process  

o After the application/development process  

o I do not have a property that is immediately beside an aggregate extraction site  
 
 
 
5. Which of the following options best describes you? 

o Full-time farmer  

o Part-time farmer  

o Hobby farmer  
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6. Which of the following best describes your farm? 

o Primarily crop production  

o Primarily livestock production  

o A combination of livestock and crop production  

o Other farming and agriculture-related activities, such as agri-tourism or equine services 
(please provide notes below) ________________________________________________ 

 
 
 
7. In total, how many acres of land do you farm (owned and rented)?  

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Section 2: Relationship with Neighbouring Aggregate Extraction Site  This section asks 
questions about the relationship between your farm and the neighbouring aggregate extraction 
site. 
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1. If you have a farm property that is immediately next to an aggregate extraction site, what is 
the status of the site? 

o Active license with frequent production activity  

o Active license with infrequent production activity  

o Surrendered license that has been rehabilitated to agriculture  

o Surrendered license that has been rehabilitated to a use other than agriculture  

o Legacy (pre-Aggregate Resource Act) extraction activity  

o My farm property is not located immediately next to an aggregate extraction site  
 
 
 
2. Do you have a business interest or connection to neighbouring aggregate operations?  

o Yes  

o No  

o Prefer not to say  
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3. If you selected ‘Yes’ to the previous question, please select all that apply from the following 
options which best describes your business interest or connection to the aggregate operation. If 
you responded 'No' to the previous question please proceed to the next question. 

▢ I own the land aggregate is being extracted from  

▢ I rent land from the aggregate producer  

▢ I own the aggregate extraction business that is operating beside my farm  

▢ I receive/purchase aggregate products from the aggregate producer. Please 
explain  

▢ Other  
 
 
 
4. In your opinion, what is the nature of your relationship with neighbouring aggregate 
producers? 

o Very poor  

o Poor  

o Neutral  

o Good  

o Very good  

o No relationship  
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5. In your opinion, how has your farm been affected by activities occurring on the aggregate 
production site? 

o Positively  

o Negatively  

o Both positively and negatively  

o Not affected  
 
 
 
6. Please indicate any positive impacts that neighbouring aggregate extraction operations have 
had on your farm (select all that apply). 

▢ Community involvement  

▢ Infrastructure (e.g. road development, electrical, etc.)  

▢ Access to aggregate/gravel/sand  

▢ Water quality  

▢ Water quantity (water table level)  

▢ Drainage  

▢ Desirable rehabilitation/plans  

▢ Employment  

▢ Other (please provide notes below) 
________________________________________________ 
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7. Please expand upon any positive impacts that are particularly significant. 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 
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8. Please indicate any negative impacts that neighbouring aggregate extraction operations 
have had on your farm (select all that apply). 

▢ Dust  

▢ Noise  

▢ Blasting  

▢ Water quantity (water table level)  

▢ Water quality  

▢ Drainage  

▢ Traffic volume  

▢ Road use (compatibility with farm equipment)  

▢ Encroachment (too close to crops/property boundaries)  

▢ Lighting  

▢ Visual/aesthetic  

▢ Odour  

▢ Other (please provide notes below) 
________________________________________________ 

 
 
 
9. Please expand upon any negative impacts that are particularly significant. 

________________________________________________________________ 
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________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
10. Does the neighbouring aggregate production affect your farm operation at a particular time 
of year more than others (e.g. during planting, harvest, etc.)? If yes, please provide an 
explanation.  

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
11. If adjacent/nearby aggregate extraction sites have had an impact on your farm,  what 
impacts have you noted, and how are you documenting them? (e.g. change in crop yield or 
quality, increasing/decreasing milk production, roads recently paved, etc.) 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 
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12. Have you ever raised a concern to the aggregate operator/producer? 

o Yes  

o No  
 
 
 
13. If you have raised a concern to your neighbouring aggregate operation, how was your 
concern addressed? Were you satisfied with the result (why or why not)? 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
14. To your knowledge does the neighbouring aggregate site have a water mitigation pan? 

o Yes  

o No  
 
 
 
15. Does your neighbouring aggregate producer accommodate agricultural production? (e.g. 
changing schedule of trucking/routes to accommodate farm equipment, blasting schedules to 
accommodate some agricultural activity, etc.) 

o Yes  

o No  

o Not sure  
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16. Have you accommodated neighbouring aggregate operations in the past? (e.g. change of 
schedule, change of farm equipment route, etc.) 

o Yes  

o No  

o Not sure  
 
 
 
17. If you have accommodated neighbouring aggregate operations, please describe. 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
18. Have you ever raised a concern about an aggregate operation to a regulatory 
body/municipality/etc.?   

o Yes  

o No  

o I have never had a concern to raise  
 
 
 
19. If you responded 'Yes' to Question 18, how was your concern addressed? Were you 
satisfied with the result (why or why not)? 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 
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________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
20. Have you ever participated in a Planning Act review/application for a new or expanding 
aggregate operation (e.g. Official Plan or Zoning By-Law Amendment)? 

o Yes  

o No  
 
 
Section 3: Location Details and Contact Information 
 
 
 
1. Please identify the municipality in which your farm that is nearest to an aggregate extraction 
site/operation is located. 

________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
2. Please provide the location of your farm nearest to an aggregate extraction site/operation. 
This will provide context for your submission and allow us to identify the nearby aggregate 
extraction activity. Your location and/or business information will remain confidential and only 
the research team will have access to this information.  

o Lot ________________________________________________ 

o Concession ________________________________________________ 

o Municipal address ________________________________________________ 
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3. We are seeking farmers to participate in interviews regarding their experiences farming 
alongside aggregate activity. If you are willing to participate in an interview, please provide your 
name and an email address and/or telephone number for us to contact you. Please note that all 
interviews will be conducted online or by telephone. 

o Name ________________________________________________ 

o Phone number ________________________________________________ 

o Email address ________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey. Your participation is crucial  to the 
success of this research project. If you have any questions or concerns, please contact:   
    
Dr. Wayne Caldwell (wcaldwel@uoguelph.ca)    
Jeff Reichheld (jreichhe@uoguelph.ca)    
Regan Zink (zinkr@uoguelph.ca)   
 
After completion of this survey, you may withdraw your participation until June 30th, 2021. To 
withdraw, please contact a member of the research team with your request and contact 
information. However, surveys submitted anonymously cannot be located within the system.   
 


